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Abstract 
 
This proposed android application for public vehicle tracking system works using GPS technology, which 
would be the cheapest source of vehicle tracking. It is an android application which is used for tracking the 
real time position of public transport vehicle by using Global Positioning System (GPS). This design will 
continuously monitor a moving Vehicle and report the status of the Vehicle on demand by the user 
(passenger). For doing so a android mobile device with GPS facility (we call it as a GPS device for our 
convenience) acts as a transmitter and another android mobile device as a receiver are used. A GPS device 
is used to send the position (Latitude and Longitude) of the vehicle from a remote place. The GPS device 
will continuously give the data i.e. the latitude and longitude indicating the position of the vehicle. The 
same data is sent to the mobile at the other end from where the position of the vehicle is demanded i.e. on 
user’s mobile device. When the request by user is sent to the server, the server sends a return reply to that 
mobile indicating the position of the vehicle in terms of latitude and longitude in real time and this real time 
position of the vehicle is shown to the user on Google map. 
We are trying to solve the problems of users who daily use public transport. Passenger has to wait for long 
time for their buses as they don’t know the exact location of bus. By this application we will provide them 
the exact location of their bus, by which they can know how much time they have to wait more. Due to this 
in case of emergency they can opt other way of transport apart from bus if it takes long time for the bus to 
reach them 
 
Keywords: GPS, Android Application, VTS. 

1. Introduction 

This project is an android application which will track the real time position of public transport vehicle and 
display the same to the user on Google map. The project contains two android applications, one which will 
be using GPS facility of the android mobile and will act as a GPS device to fetch location of the vehicle in 
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terms of latitude and longitude and another application for client side which will display this fetched 
location to the user on Google map. A database is maintained at server side to store the data about location 
such as bus number, latitude, longitude and IMEI number of the mobile device acting as a GPS device. This 
database will also contain the data related to the user such as name of user, email address, mobile number, 
username, password and IMEI number. The GPS device will continuously fetch the location of the vehicle 
and send it to the server. Along with sending the location this GPS device will also fetch the IMEI number 
of the mobile in which this application will be installed and send it to the server.  On the client side 
whenever user will request the position of any vehicle the location data of that selected vehicle will be 
fetched from the server and then this location will be shown to the user on the Google map. Before using 
this application the user will have to register so that we will be able to keep user records and keep an eye on 
the users who are using our application. As soon as the user installs the application IMEI number of the 
user’s device will be fetched and stored in the database present at server side. This is done in order to avoid 
misuse of the application.  
 
1.2 Related Technology 
A. GPS Technology: In 1973, the Department of Defense funded the Navigation Technology Program that 
resulted in Navigation System and Ranging Global Positioning System (NAVSTAR GPS), now known as 
GPS. The current GPS system consists of satellites in 6 different orbits. At present, there are 29 active 
satellites circling the globe at an altitude of 20,200km. They are arranged to provide at least four satellites 
within the line of sight of any point on the globe.[7,8]  
 
How does GPS work?  
Each GPS satellite transmits radio signals that enable the GPS receivers to calculate where its (or your 
vehicles) location on the Earth and convert the calculations into geodetic latitude, longitude and velocity. A 
receiver needs signals from at least three GPS satellites to pinpoint your vehicle’s position. Triangulation 
phenomenon is used to calculate the position of the GPS device.  
 

 
 

Fig. Triangulation phenomenon 
 
GPS Receivers commonly used in most Vehicle tracking systems can only receive data from GPS 
Satellites. They cannot communicate back with GPS or any other satellite. A system based on GPS can 
only calculate its location but cannot send it to central control room. In order to do this they normally use 
GSM-GPRS Cellular networks connectivity using additional GSM modem/module.[9,10,11]  
 
B.GSM Technology: GSM, Global system of Mobile, is a popular Mobile communication system provided 
by Cellular service providers or GSM Operators in most countries internationally. It is used in most mobile 
handsets used by us. GSM Mobile communication system can be intelligently used by electronic devices 
which can collect some data and send it to the central place using SMS or GSM data call. GSM is required 
in Vehicle tracking systems because GPS system can normally only receive location information from 
satellites but cannot communicate back with them. Hence we need some other communication system like 
GSM to send this location information to central control room. Other technologies can also be used but 
they are more costly.[5,6] 
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1.3 Purpose of the Project 

Vehicle tracking system is being used by various transportation corporations to track their goods carrying 
vehicles whether these vehicles reach to their destination in time or not; whether the driver follows the 
same path or misuses the vehicle by roaming here and there instead of taking appropriate path. [1] Many 
people use vehicle tracking system for personal vehicle tracking such as car tracking. The common thing in 
both these tracking system is that the vehicle being tracked is seen to the private organization or the user 
can view only its vehicle tracking positions which is beneficial to that organization or person only. But 
what if a person wants to know the position of public transport vehicle so that he/she can reach at stop in 
time? Many time it happens with passengers that they has to wait for the vehicle for long time as they are 
unaware about the location of public transport vehicle, where it is and when it will reach to their stop. This 
waste their time as well as it frustrates them. The objective of this project is to solve the problems of users 
who daily use public transport. Passenger has to wait for long time for their buses as they don’t know the 
exact location of bus. By this application we will provide them the exact location of their bus, by which 
they can know how much time they have to wait more. Due to this they can manage their time as well as in 
case of emergency they can opt other way of transport apart from bus if it takes long time for the bus to 
reach them and of course it will kill their frustration also.  

2. Existing System 

The roots of Vehicle Tracking Systems lie in shipping industry. When large fleet of vehicles were spread 
out over the vast expanses of ocean, the owner corporations often found it difficult to keep track of what 
was happening. They required some sort of system to determine where each vehicle was at any given time 
and for how long it travelled. The need of vehicle tracking in consumer’s vehicle rose to prevent any kind 
of theft because Police can use tracking reports to locate stolen vehicle.[2]  Initially vehicle tracking 
systems developed for fleet management were passive tracking system. In passive tracking system a 
hardware device installed in the vehicle store GPS location, speed, heading and a trigger event such as key 
on/off, door open/closed  .When vehicle returns to a specific location device is removed and data 
downloaded to computer. Passive systems also included auto download type that transfer data via wireless 
download but the system was not real time. Passive systems weren’t useful to track consumer’s vehicle for 
theft prevention. Real time tracking system was required that can transmit the collected information about 
the vehicle after regular intervals or at least could transmit the information when required by monitoring 
station. Active systems were developed that transmit vehicle’s data in real time via cellular or satellite 
networks to a remote computer or data centre. Such active systems are nowadays implemented in car 
tracking system, school bus tracking systems etc. Today most of the tracking systems use real time data 
transmission that means the position of vehicle is sent to the user with some time delay of micro seconds or 
instantaneously. [3] 
 While gathering data related to our project topic we come across two main existing android 
applications which were similar to our project. Those are Mumbai Indicator and Pune PMPML info. But 
these two applications use static data i.e. the database from where the data necessary for the computations 
in application used is static in nature whereas our application uses real time data for computations.[4] 
 

2.1 Drawbacks of Existing System 

Drawbacks of existing systems mentioned above are as follows: 
1] Mumbai Indicator application 
This app shows the position of the local trains in Mumbai to the users. It shows the arrival and departure 
time of trains and buses from various stations. 
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Fig.1 Mumbai Indicator application 

-It does not show real time position of trains and buses. 
-Time mismatch in actual position of train or bus and the position shown to user. 
-Poor GUI.  
-Information is shown to user in textual format only. 
 
2] Pune PMPML Info 
This application shows the position of the Pune PMPML buses in Pune to the users. It shows the bus 
number list and time table between source and destination entered by user and also allows user to send this 
information to anyone via SMS. 
 

 

Fig.2 Pune PMPML Info application 

-It provides only station list on the selected source to destination path. 
-It uses static database to show information to users. 
-The information can be sent only via SMS. 
-Low accuracy 
-Not reliable 
-Time mismatch between the shown bus timings and actual timings of buses. 
-It does not provide real time position of bus to the user. 
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3. Proposed System 

The concept of vehicle tracking system is being used by various transportation companies as well as in car 
tracking etc to find the route to desired location as well to track the vehicle.[5] Suppose a passenger has to 
travel form place A to place B and he/she is standing at bus stop at location A. Now the passenger doesn’t 
know the location of the vehicle, when it will reach to that stop so the passenger can’t decide whether to 
wait for the vehicle or to choose an alternative private transport mode. Also the passenger can’t manage 
his/her time till the arrival of vehicle as the arrival of vehicle is unpredictable. Keeping in mind all these 
problems of passengers, we have proposed an android application for public transport vehicle tracking. Our 
approach is to find out the real time position of public transport vehicles on the particular route and provide 
the same to the user on Google map. The proposed application involves three major components viz. a 
android mobile device with GPS facility (we are calling it as GPS device for our convenience), a central 
server station and a user mobile device. The GPS device will continuously receive the signals from three or 
more satellites and send its co-ordinates to the central server station along with its IMEI number .Whenever 
user will select any vehicle (say bus), a request for position of vehicles on that route will be transferred to 
the central server station.  Central server station will look for the positions i.e. co-ordinate records of the 
vehicles on that route, if available then it will fetch that data and transfer the same to the user’s mobile 
device. The GPS device and the central server station will be connected via internet and this will use IPv4 
protocol. The connection between user’s mobile device and central server station will be also done through 
internet. To continuously receive co-ordinates information from the central server station, request for the 
co-ordinates will be sent recursively to the server with delay of few seconds. The position of the selected 
vehicle will be shown to the user on Google map in the form of moving cursor. This marker will point to 
the real time position of the selected vehicle. 
 

3.1 Advantages of proposed system 

This approach will magnificently change the public transport vehicle system. This application will provide 
the real time position of vehicles to user. So by knowing the exact location of the vehicle passengers can 
manage their time and in case of urgency they can opt another mode of transport if vehicle is going to take 
more time to reach their preferred location. Indirectly this will save provide a way to utilize the time and 
also kill the frustration of users. Nowadays the android mobiles and internet plans are easily affordable by 
everyone, so everyone can enjoy the facility in low cost budget. 
 
3.2 Detailed working of proposed system 

 
Fig.3 Architecture of proposed system 

As shown in the above figure our project consists of main three components viz. a mobile acting as a GPS 
device, a central server station and a mobile at client side. We have made two android applications, one for 
the mobile acting as a GPS device and another for mobile at client side. The first android application will 
be installed in a GPS device and it will fetch the current location of the vehicle in the form of latitude and 
longitude and transmit the same to server after 10 seconds continuously. For doing so we have connected 
this android application with a PHP page which is acting as a mediator between android application and the 
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MYSQL database. Before using the second android application, which will show the location of the vehicle 
to the user on Google map, the user will have to register first by providing some basic information such as 
name, mobile number and has to set username and password which will be further used by the user for 
login purpose. As soon as the user hits the submit button on registration form the IMEI number of the 
user’s device will be fetched and along with the details of user this number will also be stored in the 
database. The purpose of storing IMEI number is to keep track of the users who are using our application 
and also to avoid misuse of the application. After successful registration user will login with the username 
and password and can request for location of any bus by selecting bus from the options provided. 
As soon as the user will select the bus, the android application will send http request to connect to the PHP 
page to fire MYSQL query on the database and also load the Google map in the background. This PHP 
page will execute the mentioned query and provide location in the form of latitude and longitude to the 
android application. This location will be shown to the user on Google map in the form of marker. This 
application will continuously fetch the location from server through the PHP page and display the same to 
the user in the form of moving marker. Whenever user will click on exit button the application will stop. 
 

3.3 Snapshots of proposed system 

 
Fig.4 Main Activity 

 
Fig.5 Registration Activity 
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Fig.6 Login Activity 
 
 

 
 

Fig.6 Google map showing position of vehicle 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper we conclude that this android application which is used for tracking the real time position of 
public transport vehicle by using Global Positioning System (GPS) will continuously monitor a moving 
Vehicle and report the status of the Vehicle on demand by the user (passenger) and facilitate the passenger 
by killing their frustration of waiting for bus. 
 
 

5. Future Enhancement  

In future this application may try to solve the problems of users who not only daily use public transport but 
also the exact count of passengers in the bus because the passenger who is waiting at some public bus stop 
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did not know about the number of seats vacant in the bus. So that depending up on the vacancy of seats he 
can choose whether it should wait or choose an alternative in case of emergency if it takes long time for the 
bus to reach him. Another enhancement for this application can be fare payment by passenger in the bus 
itself where we can embed a automation system for fare calculation also. 
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